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Policy on Sustainability
Purpose
Paboco acknowledges its responsibilities as industry leader in the introduction of paper bottles to consumers. To provide transparency and to
build up confidence for paper bottles as viable alternatives, we set ambitious targets supported by evidence driven evaluations (including Life
Cycle Assessments) to guide our development and continuous performance.

Sustainability is in our DNA. At Paboco we strive for a circular and renewable business system. We believe that our business can only succeed
where we meet the needs of the present and future generations. We support the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and
particularly Goal #12 Responsible consumption and Production and to take urgent action to combat climate change and its impact.

Paboco is committed to develop our products to become fully biobased and recyclable representing the most sustainable bottle choice in the
market while continuously improving on our carbon footprint throughout our supply chain.

Paboco is committed to establishing and promoting a culture of sustainability and environmental responsibility by employees, our supply chain,
and relevant stakeholders.

Areas of commitment
Paboco is committed to continuous improvements in these core areas of sustainability:

Sustainability as a changing value: We work with industry experts, involving ourselves across every step of the supply and value chain
(sourcing, producing, filling, transport, consumption, and End of Life). We are committed to work with industry stakeholder groups so we can
help set future principles and recommendations, facilitating change in consumption habits and in the packaging industry by:

Transferring our consistent cycle of learnings into optimization and reduction, while developing paper bottles for new product categories in
a rapidly changing environment.
Considering all categories of impact, from energy to water to eutrophication (impacting the water quality of the world).
Accepting that sustainability is not a fixed term, so we adapt to fit the reality of the world's needs.
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Energy efficiency: we are committed to improve our energy efficiency first and foremost through optimization of our production equipment
and consequently produced output. Consideration of renewable energy generation (i.e. solar energy) to the extent that is does not severely
impact revenue potential.

 

Product stewardship: we continue to innovate with our product design to best ensure that that our products are easily resource-recovered
by continuously maintaining our already obtained FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) certificate.

Primary Resource Conservation: We are committed to design for optimal product to resource use by designing our products in such a way
that it leverages a minimum amount of required material, to create functional and efficient packaging. We are committed to designing
recyclable paper bottles for a future circular economy by supplying high grade material to paper recyclers and constantly validating the
recyclability.

Responsible Sourcing: we are committed to ensuring that sourcing throughout our supply chain remains environmentally, ethically, and
socially responsible. We govern this through our supplier qualification and evaluation procedures.


